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as_chronicle

Coerce an object to a chronicle object.

Description

Coerce an object to a chronicle object.

Usage

as_chronicle(.x, .log_df = data.frame())

Arguments

.x
Any object.

.log_df
Used internally, the user does need to interact with it. Defaults to an empty data frame.

Value

Returns a chronicle object with the object as the $value.

Examples

as_chronicle(3)
**Avia**

*Air passenger transport between the main airports of Luxembourg and their main partner airports*

**Description**

A non-tidy dataset from EUROSTAT which can be found [here](https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/bookmark/f9e65c639d2-4b80-9a8b-3b3076b95575?lang=en).

**Usage**

avia

**Format**

A data frame with 510 rows and 238 columns.

**bind_record**

*Evaluate a decorated function; used to chain multiple decorated functions.*

**Description**

Evaluate a decorated function; used to chain multiple decorated functions.

**Usage**

bind_record(.c, .f, ...)

**Arguments**

- `.c`: A chronicle object.
- `.f`: A chronicle function to apply to the returning value of `.c`.
- `...`: Further parameters to pass to `.f`.

**Value**

A chronicle object.

**Examples**

```r
r_sqrt <- record(sqrt)
r_exp <- record(exp)
3 |> r_sqrt() |> bind_record(r_exp)
```
check_diff  
Check the output of the diff column

Description
Check the output of the diff column

Usage
check_diff(.c, columns = c("ops_number", "function"))

Arguments
- .c  A chronicle object.
- columns  Columns to select for the output. Defaults to c("ops_number", "function").

Details
'diff' is an option argument to the 'record()' function. When 'diff' = "full", a diff of the input and output of the decorated function gets saved, and if 'diff' = "summary" only a summary of the diff is saved.

Value
A data.frame with the selected columns and column "diff_obj".

Examples
r_subset <- record(subset, diff = "full")
result <- r_subset(mtcars, select = am)
check_diff(result) # <- this is the data frame listing the operations and the accompanying diffs
check_diff(result)$diff_obj # <- actually look at the diffs

check_g  
Check the output of the .g function

Description
Check the output of the .g function

Usage
check_g(.c, columns = c("ops_number", "function"))
Arguments

- `.c` A chronicle object.
- `columns` Columns to select for the output. Defaults to c("ops_number", "function").

Details

`.g` is an option argument to the `record()` function. Providing this optional function allows you, at each step of a pipeline, to monitor interesting characteristics of the `value` object. See the package’s Readme file for an example with data frames.

Value

A data.frame with the selected columns and column "g".

Examples

```r
r_subset <- record(subset, .g = dim)
result <- r_subset(mtcars, select = am)
check_g(result)
```

---

**flatten_record**

*Flatten nested chronicle objects*

Description

Flatten nested chronicle objects

Usage

`flatten_record(.c)`

Arguments

- `.c` A nested chronicle object, where the `value` element is itself a chronicle object

Value

Returns `.c` where value is the actual value, and logs are concatenated.

Examples

```r
r_sqrt <- record(sqrt)
r_log <- record(log)
a <- as_chronicle(r_log(10))
a
flatten_record(a)
```
fmap_record

Evaluate a non-chronicle function on a chronicle object.

Description
Evaluate a non-chronicle function on a chronicle object.

Usage
fmap_record(.c, .f, ...)

Arguments
- .c: A chronicle object.
- .f: A non-chronicle function.
- ...: Further parameters to pass to `.f`.

Value
Returns the result of `.f(.c$value)` as a new chronicle object.

Examples
as_chronicle(3) |> fmap_record(sqrt)

is_chronicle
Checks whether an object is of class "chronicle"

Description
Checks whether an object is of class "chronicle"

Usage
is_chronicle(.x)

Arguments
- .x: An object to test.

Value
TRUE if .x is of class "chronicle", FALSE if not.
**make_log_df**

*Creates the log_df element of a chronicle object.*

**Description**

Creates the log_df element of a chronicle object.

**Usage**

```r
make_log_df(
  ops_number = 1,
  success,
  fstring,
  args,
  res_pure,
  start = Sys.time(),
  end = Sys.time(),
  .g = (function(x) NA),
  diff_obj = NULL
)
```

**Arguments**

- `ops_number`: Tracks the number of the operation in a chain of operations.
- `success`: Did the operation succeed?
- `fstring`: The function call.
- `args`: The arguments of the call.
- `res_pure`: The result of the purely call.
- `start`: Starting time.
- `end`: Ending time.
- `.g`: Optional. A function to apply to the intermediary results for monitoring purposes. Defaults to returning NA.
- `diff_obj`: Optional. Output of the ‘diff’ parameter in ‘record()’.

**Value**

A tibble containing the log.
pick

Retrieves an element from a chronicle object.

**Description**

Retrieve an element from a chronicle object.

**Usage**

`pick(.c, .e)`

**Arguments**

- `.c`  
  A chronicle object.
- `.e`  
  Element of interest to retrieve, one of "value" or "log_df".

**Value**

The 'value' or 'log_df' element of the chronicle object `.c`.

**Examples**

```r
r_sqrt <- record(sqrt)
r_exp <- record(exp)
3 |> r_sqrt() %>% r_exp() |> pick("value")
```

---

**print.chronicle**

Print method for chronicle objects.

**Description**

Print method for chronicle objects.

**Usage**

```r
## S3 method for class 'chronicle'
print(x, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`  
  A chronicle object.
- `...`  
  Unused.
Details

'chronicle' object are, at their core, lists with the following elements:

* "$value": an object of type 'maybe' containing the result of the computation (see the "Maybe monad" vignette for more details on 'maybe's).
* "$log_df": a 'data.frame' object containing the printed object's log information.

'print.chronicle()' prints the object on screen and shows:

* the value using its 'print()' method (for example, if the value is a data.frame, 'print.data.frame()' will be used)
* a message indicating to the user how to recuperate the value inside the 'chronicle' object and how to read the object's log

Value

No return value, called for side effects (printing the object on screen).

purely

Capture all errors, warnings and messages.

Description

Capture all errors, warnings and messages.

Usage

purely(.f, strict = 2)

Arguments

.f

A function to decorate.

strict

Controls if the decorated function should catch only errors (1), errors and warnings (2, the default) or errors, warnings and messages (3).

Value

A function which returns a list. The first element of the list, "$value", is the result of the original function '.f' applied to its inputs. The second element, "$log" is 'NULL' in case everything goes well. In case of error/warning/message, "$value" is NA and "$log" holds the message. 'purely()' is used by 'record()' to allow the latter to handle errors.

Examples

purely(log)(10)
purely(log)(-10)
purely(log, strict = 1)(-10) # This produces a warning, so with strict = 1 nothing gets captured.
### read_log

Reads the log of a chronicle.

**Description**

Reads the log of a chronicle.

**Usage**

```r
read_log(.c)
```

**Arguments**

- `.c` A chronicle object.

**Value**

The log of the object.

**Examples**

```r
## Not run:
read_log(chronicle_object)
## End(Not run)
```

### record

Decorates a function to output objects of type 'chronicle'.

**Description**

Decorates a function to output objects of type 'chronicle'.

**Usage**

```r
record(.f, .g = (function(x) NA), strict = 2, diff = "none")
```

**Arguments**

- `.f` A function to decorate.
- `.g` Optional. A function to apply to the intermediary results for monitoring purposes. Defaults to returning NA.
- `strict` Controls if the decorated function should catch only errors (1), errors and warnings (2, the default) or errors, warnings and messages (3).
- `diff` Whether to show the diff between the input and the output ("full"), just a summary of the diff ("summary"), or none ("none", the default)
Details

To chain multiple decorated functions, use `bind_record()` or `If the `diff` parameter is set to "full", `diffobj::diffObj()` (or `diffobj::summary(diffobj::diffObj())`, if `diff` is set to "summary") gets used to provide the diff between the input and the output. This diff can be found in the 'log_df' element of the result, and can be viewed using `check_diff()`.

Value

A function which returns objects of type 'chronicle'. 'chronicle' objects carry several elements: a 'value' which is the result of the function evaluated on its inputs and a second object called 'log_df'. 'log_df' contains logging information, which can be read using `read_log()`. 'log_df' is a data frame with columns: outcome, function, arguments, message, start_time, end_time, run_time, g and diff_obj.

Examples

```r
record(sqrt)(10)
```
Value

Puts a string into the systems clipboard.

Examples

```r
## Not run:
list_funcs <- list("exp", "dplyr::select", "exp")
record_many(list_funcs)

## End(Not run)
```

Description

Pipe a chronicle object to a decorated function.

Usage

```r
.c %>% .f
```

Arguments

- `.c` A value returned by record.
- `.f` A chronicle function to apply to the returning value of `.c`.

Value

A chronicle object.

Examples

```r
r_sqrt <- record(sqrt)
r_exp <- record(exp)
3 |> r_sqrt() %>% r_exp()
```
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